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Running record examples

It wasn't long before rocket car roared across South Africa. Naturally, considering the huge technical challenges involved, the Bloodhound SSC project is still a while from ready to rumble depending on how hopefully it smashes the current toe speed record. That age idioms go, though, the best thing comes to those who wait,We're
particularly glad to see you don't have to be patient much longer before you get to see a single-seater jet car march across a South African salt pan on the way to the history books. The Bloodhound Company has not yet been officially quoted, but the Bloodhound Company has officially announced that it will be driving at high speed for the
first time in the Kalahari Desert in October 2017. It was accidentally held by Richard Noble, project director of Bloodhound Records Attempt, 20 years after ThrustSSC smashed sound barriers and previous records. The Bloodhound SSC team is not initially heading for the headline-grabbing 1,000 mph target, but the purpose of reaching
800 mph on the demo run means that if successful, the bloodhound will still surpass the 768 mph record currently holds by the aforesaid Thrust SSC; that bloodhound made by crazy off-road supercar fast German cars ever made will remain hidden under lock and key for the next 15 months. I can't tell you. In fact, the Bloodhound
Company will carry out the collapse of the vehicle's powertrain for the first time later this month, where the achieved speed is expected to rise to 220 mph. Bloodhound's onboard cameras and data transmission systems will also be tested during this test in July, so any issues that could affect the vehicle's ability to transmit telemetry data
and live footage to the base can be found and turned into the Internet, each being discovered and ironed out before the bloodhound begins its high-speed journey with a chronology of land speed records. While there has been much talk about electronic health care records among bloodhound lsr healthcare providers via Instagram, the
fact remains that most health care providers still rely on paper. About 18 percent of physicians now use electronic health records systems, and according to the Health Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP), a government-sponsored nonprofit, they have a duty to strengthen and harmonize various standards in the industry.
Among providers with electronic medical records, interoperability remains a problem. Standards are finally getting some traction with suppliers and suppliers, but there is still a long way to go before broad interoperability is achieved. The ideal is to exchange electronic health care record data to provide a comprehensive view of the patient.
But before that happens, healthcare providers must get their own internal systems. Laboratory and radiation systems - fully online and interoperable. Only then can you consider sharing electronic medical records data with other agencies. Even large institutions may not have all the fully integrated systems. We should get to a better
platform before we can talk about data sharing, notes Joshua Lee, medical director of information services at the University of California, San Diego, medical center, UCSD's efforts have completed about 70 percent. Reaching Square One 100% is not easy. We are starting in a basic place of interoperability between health records, says
Mark Leavitt, chairman of the Certification Committee for Health Information Technology Technology (CCHIT), in cooperation with the Health Information Technology Standards Panel (HITSP) to certify vendors that comply with interoperability standards. At Duke University Health System, it had 25 employees pulling everything together,
says CIO Asif Ahmad. This is because even the products of the largest suppliers are not easily integrated. The McKesson system was not able to send information to the Cerner system. Duke eventually took the data from a proprietary system and supplied it to the data warehouse. It shouldn't be difficult to do that. Worse, even within one
vendor's product line, other products are often sold separately and don't play well together, ahmad says. Suppliers split the market to generate more revenue rather than integrating systems. They make more money on services than software, says Dave Hammond, Dossia's chief technology officer, an employer-funded organization that
develops personal health record services. Robert Smith, vice president of staff for health care analysis at the Veterans Administration San Diego Health Care System, agrees that getting a single, unified view of a patient's health history is not easy. The real problem is the difficulty in integrating proprietary software, platforms and software
into integrated records, and there are so many standards. But that may start to change. Standard Soup Recently, the healthcare industry has been able to come up with integrated interoperable standards for specifying data structures and exchange methods between applications in all medical fields, including radiation, pharmacies and
outpatient treatments. Even the most basic questions weren't all solved. For example, there is no industry-standard patient identification code yet. Charles Jaffe, CEO of HL7 Inc., a health data standards development agency, says we still rely on probabilly matching. And until this year, there was no general identifier for doctors. Other
systems within the same provider organization can also use different code to identify individuals. Cheshire Medical앳 Keane, N.H., inpatient and outpatient systems use different methods to identify the same patient. The hospital ended up with two incompatible systems because suppliers don't provide the best system for both, says Don
Caruso, deputy medical director and chief medical information officer. Rebuilding the system around a single patient identifier would have been prohibitively expensive, so medical centers rely on resolution. Expensive. There has to be a better way to do that. Other issues are more fundamental: No one has created a coherent view of what
electronic health care records look like. Smith says that if you're not sure what you're sharing, it becomes difficult to share. The National Health information technology coalition, working with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, analyzed the issue. It has developed definitions for electronic medical records (which are not
necessarily shared), electronic health records (shared) and personal health records for patient use, the exchange of health information, and local health information agencies. Vice President Jane Horowitz says justice is not being created in a vacuum. The anchor point for all of this is the concept of interoperability. It's a linchpin to
everything we define, she says. The organization is expected to distribute the draft definition in February and finalize it as early as this summer, she says. The complexity of the healthcare business has led to the development of many standards. You name the business process, you name the technology, we need it in medicine. It's a real
patchwork, said Sean Grannis, a medical information researcher at the Regenstrief Institute, a research organization based in Indianapolis, who led one of the nation's first city-across health information exchanges. Unfortunately, most of these standard efforts have been developed in syloms, many of which overlap or compete. Until
recently, clinical summary documents for individuals could be sent using one of two industry standard formats: one from HL7 or one from the American Society for Testing and Materials for Health Records. It was like Blu-ray vs. HD DVD,CCHIT's Leavitt says. HITSP eventually blessed the continuity of HL7's therapeutic documentation
(CCD). CCD is the largest and most important feature. This is the beginning of having portable electronic records for people, Leavitt says. John Halamka, CIO and Computer World columnist at Harvard Medical School and Beth Israel Deaconess Hospital in Boston, says he was able to achieve a high level of integration with three
employees using HL7 messages and document formats. But others say that even commercial systems that comply with these standards are not necessarily interoperable. Not everyone applies HL7 in the same way, and there are still 10,000 naming conventions. Too many options, says Hallamka. There is a problem in it. Leavitt says that
standards full of options are not standard and the system cannot be connected in a plug-and-play manner. HITSP's mission is to act as a harmonious body, a trusted and transparent convening organization that brings stakeholders together, and create unambiguous interoperability specifications, Hallamka says. HITSP is supported by the
Department of Health and Human Services and has been a requirement to conduct government and business in compliance with HITSP specifications. Because the government buys half of the health care in this country, it tends to end that competition, Leavitt says. Page 2 So far, HITSP has ironed out interoperability specifications for
many applications, such as how laboratory and clinical data is sent from a location. Halamka explains that the specification is a clear cookbook for creating interoperable messages for all applications. It also works on specifications for drug administration that bless a standard called Rx Norm, a standard for personal health records and
other issues. HITSP significantly reduces the number of standards that the industry must follow by evaluating existing standards for specific use cases. In 2006, we reduced 700 standards to 30. Last year, we settled on 20, taking into account 200 criteria. Eighty percent of these standards are redundant, Hallamka says. Now, he says,
we're really going down to a finite and limited set. If HITSP provides a cookbook, CCHIT tests the vendor's recipe. Government-backed certification bodies began testing interoperability of outpatient health records two years ago and have since tested laboratories and prescription systems to see if they can send and receive data in an
industry-standard format. Anyone who buys a certified electronic health records system today can ensure interoperability in this area, Leavitt says. That's a big step. Both HITSP and CCHIT have a membership balance between suppliers, suppliers and paymentrs. Leavitt will not dominate either sector. There will be a lot of convergence
over the next two years. Hallamca predicts that it will take time for compliant technologies to enter existing healthcare systems. However, some pieces are still missing. We've standardized our message, but how we get from Dr. A to Dr. B remains fluid. In other words, we haven't standardized plugs and sockets, Leavitt.Got says, which is
something to add. Let us know in the article comments. Copyright © 2008 IDG Communications, Inc.
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